Global Bites “Recipes”
CATEGORIES: Click on a category to find recipes list, then click on
the recipe you want to look at.
•
•
•
•
•

Crafts and making things
Quizzes, maps and photos
Artefacts and displays
Games, songs and activities
Giving a voice

We've used codes to help you find the bite you need:
FT: fair trade, air miles, labour exploitation
HR: human rights, children's rights
Env: environment
Pov: poverty, millennium development goals
Cult: culture and race, immigration, diaspora communitues
Ster: stereotypes
Country: focus can be on any specific country
All: bites which can be used to tackle any issue
In each section you'll also find a link to tips for that category – click on “Find Tips” for that
section and you'll get to the relevant page.

Crafts and making things:
Rag Rug (Zambia): FT; HR; Pov Made in most countries, and by our grandmas! Very easy.
Individuals or pairs.

Adinkra printing (Ghana): Cult; country. Borrow GLADE's “Talking Cloth” collection.
Worry Dolls (Guatemala): HR, Pov, country; Papel Picado (Mexico): cult, ster, country;
and God's Eyes (Central America): pov, cult, country GLADE's Mexico collection includes
exciting artefacts which bring these crafts to life, plus background material and instructions for
many more crafts too, Good as a circus of activities.

Make a football – and use it! FT, HR, pov, Borrow GLADE's football “Global bite” resource.
Very easy, quick, and effective

Make your own world: all. Lots of ways of making “worlds” from colouring a simple circle to a
complex willow mobile.

Tip Tap for hand washing: HR, env, pov, cult, ster. For washing hands before eating at
fêtes and coffee mornings. A challenge to make!

See also our “Tips” section for tips on crafts and making things.

Quizzes, Maps and photos
Coffee Quiz: FT, HR, env, pov. Coffee is just an example – we give you tips on creating a quiz
which inspires discussion.

Whole World Cake: FT, HR, env, pov. GLADE has a wealth of Fair Trade resources.
Where on earth . . . ? All. Lots of variations on this easy map "bite". Very quick – conference
breaks, youth club settings.

Using Photos All. GLADE can help you with photo packs and ideas for using them effectively.

See also our “Tips” section for tips on quizzes, maps and photos.

Artefacts and Displays
DIY Exhibition: All. Making people really think about artefacts.
Cookers around the world: HR, env, pov, cult, ster. Use of wood and charcoal, and the
health implications of smoke, are global issues.

Action Display: All. An activity with a display makes people think.

See also our “Tips” section for tips on artefacts and displays
.

Games, songs and activities
Water Calculator and Water Game: HR, env, pov, cult. Ideal activities for out of doors –
available in GLADE's water activity collection. Use alongside the tip tap.

Activities for very young children: All . Storybooks are available from the GLADE collection;
colouring in pages; make your own secret book.
Storytelling: All. Imoprovised using the listerners' ideas, or use one of GLADE's many story
books.

"This is the way we . . .”: Specific country. Use with GLADE's starter boxes; children look at
similarity and difference in everyday tasks.

Mancala and other board games: HR, pov, cult, specific countries. GLADE's oware
collection includes 8 sets – it's a great game played all over the world.

Giving a voice
On the Line: All. A great way to inspire energetic discussion. We help you choose statements to
use.

